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The state of being very tired is called ............................... .

disturbance exhaustion fan hooliganism

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part I. Select the best choice (a, b, c, or d) and mark it on your answer sheet.

.......................................... is the activity of running slowly and steadily as a form of exercise.

exhaustion aerobics hiking jogging

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

''scuffle'' means ................................. .

a short and not very violent fight or struggle

the state of being very tired

the act of behaving in a very determined way in order to succeed

a drug that makes you feel excited

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A person who is watching an event, especially a sports event is called ................................ .

spectator fan stand scuffle

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new drug has harmful .................................. .

anabolic steroid stand

side effects tone

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Herbert has a ..................................... interest in basketball.

fanatically fanaticize fan fanatical

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

John is a quiet and ................................. coach. 

reflect reflective reflection reflectively

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager decided to have a different ................................... to discipline.

literature potential

accomplishment approach

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the antonym of success?

involvement potential failure expert

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

''expert'' means .............................. .

a person with special knowledge

a group of clubs, societies that have joined together to form an organization

qualities that exist and can be developed

a person who is starting to learn sth

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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There were a large number of ................................ for the job.

beginner potential candidates federation

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is now a vast .............................. on medicine.

failure literature candidates approach

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The governing ............................... of the university is going to approve the plan.

expert body literature candidates

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They are going to ............................. a course in sport injury.

institutional institution institutionally institute

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ............................ person is intelligent and well-informed.

knowledgeable knowledgeably knowledge knowing

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They are trying hard for the ................................ of international peace.

glorification goodwill maintenance enterprise

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

''goodwill'' means ............................. .

a large project

a strong desire to have or do sth 

friendly or helpful feelings towards other people

a venture

17-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Several principles are included in the International Olympic Committee ................................ .

enterprise emblem delegate charter

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A design or picture that represents a country or an organization is called .................................. .

motto emblem charter aspiration

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The act of praising is called .................................. .

glorification goodwill motto delegate

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The referee has to report this case to the .................................... .

charter authorities proposal delegate

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Two large classes have been ..................................... to them.

excelled aspired assigned informed

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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They are arguing about the ................................... power of the president.

constitute constitution constitutionally constitutional

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the reference of ''which'' in the second sentence?

olympic program 39 federa�ons

29 federa�ons IOC

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Part II. Read the following  passage and answer questions 24 to 30.
The International Sports Federations are the world governing bodies of their separate sports. The IOC
recognizes 39 federations out of which 29 are in the Olympic  Program. At the Olympic  games they are
responsible  for the technical direction of their sports, such as the rules governing the events, the facilities
and equipment, and for the officials  who apply the rules. The International Olympic  Committee is the
final  authority on all non-technical questions concerning the Olympic  games and the Olympic
Movement. 
The Olympic  Movement is recognized around the world by three emblems:  the rings, the flag and the
motto. The Olympic  flag and the rings symbolize  the union of the 5 continents and the meeting of
athletes from all over the world at the Olympic  games in a spirit of fair and frank competition and good

What does ''out of'' mean in the second sentence?

inside from among inward beyond

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are ................................ federations in the olympic program.

68 10 39 29

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Each ring on the olympic flag represents a ................................... .

continent country union nation

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

''concerning'' means .............................. .

about worry from among

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

''all over'' in the last sentence can be replaced with ................................. .

among once everywhere between

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The reference of ''who'' in the third sentence is ................................. .

imporation facilities the officials equipment

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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